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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC)'s Calls to Action propose significant changes to legal education. No law school classroom is exempt, including business law courses. We are two of a growing number of scholars in the legal academy actively incorporating Indigenous laws, critical race theory and socio-economic perspectives into business law courses as part of our responses to the TRC.

This paper explores a field school we developed at Windsor Law as a response to the Calls to Action. In a temporary fusion of two courses, Secured Transactions along with Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights, a synergy emerges through “collateralization” and “valuation.” Our methodology of combining courses and students with diverging interests was designed to evoke reflections on the intersections of Indigenous law and commercial law in legal education. In closing we offer five ways in which business law classrooms might respond to the TRC recommendations.

*- When we began this project, I was an Assistant Professor, University of Windsor, Faculty of Law—now at the time of publishing at Osgoode Hall Law School, York University. I am grateful for the support of Windsor Law and the opportunity to co-write this paper with Shanthi Senthe, in our ongoing collaborations for decolonizing business law classes, and for her collegiality and friendship. Without her this paper would not be possible. I am also appreciative of the academic generosity of Kim Brooks who through her patience and support helped bring this paper into being along with the anonymous peer reviewers for their comments. I am thankful for the time and work of the curators at the DIA such as Barbara Heller who, in spite of beginning our day with a fire alarm, managed to lead us through the relationship of the DIA to Detroit’s bankruptcy proceedings. I further acknowledge with thanks, the research assistance of Zenia Sethna. Finally, we are both grateful for Dean Chris Waters’ support of (and attendance at), our DIA field school.

** Assistant Professor, University of Windsor, Faculty of Law. I would like to express my gratitude to Jeffery Hewitt, who suggested that we embark on this journey to decolonize the corporate-commercial curriculum, and I am also grateful for his intellectual encouragement and friendship during this co-writing process. I would like to thank Kim Brooks for the opportunity to present our work at the Purdy Crawford Emerging Business Law Scholars Workshop, held on 19–20 October 2018 at the Schulich School of Law, Dalhousie University. I echo Jeffery’s sentiments in offering thanks to the education and learning resources staff and curators at the DIA for this wonderful interactive collaborative experience. I am also grateful for Ruby Dhand’s thoughtful comments and suggestions on my efforts in articulating the idea for this paper. Finally, I would like to thank Mula Films LLC for capturing film footage of our legal pedagogical interventions in front of the Diego Murals.
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Introduction

We are a mixed-descent Cree man and a woman of colour and are each on faculty at a Canadian law school. We are concerned that while many spaces within law schools and legal education have advanced concerted responses to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC)’s Calls to Action, the corporate/commercial law classroom too often claims immunity. Yet, colonization was asserted not only in relation to control over Indigenous lands and resources, but also on corporate/commercial enterprise and securities as legal structures intended to legitimize foreign sovereignty.1 Consider, for example, the Hudson’s Bay Company’s2

---


foundational contributions to corporate/commercial law in what is now Canada through its royal charter as authority for business operations, and securities law when it obtained its initial capitalization through the market. Undoubtedly, private law (including corporate/commercial law) is implicated in colonialism. Further, the assertion of Aboriginal title sets up modern legal implications that may disrupt not only control of lands and resources, but also present challenges to claims of corporate validity over such lands and resources.

The foundations of corporate/commercial law in Canada are deeply infected with colonial assertions. As such, addressing colonialism is not solely the purview of public law but is also entrenched in private law, which means business law courses are ripe for responding to the TRC. Though this work has begun, we call upon commercial law scholars to further address colonialism, race, gender and power dynamics within their classrooms, including their syllabi and to supplement existing teaching methods. We offer this paper as a means to encourage business law scholars to respond actively to the TRC’s Calls to Action because, in our view, no law school course is immune. When business law courses in Canadian law schools fail to include a critique of colonialism, such classes risk becoming spaces in which imperial assumptions continue to be upheld. There are many ways in which to decolonize business law courses, from the obvious inclusion of materials that assess imperial origins in syllabi.


4. Kent McNeil, “Sovereignty and the Aboriginal Nations of Rupert’s Land” (1999) 37 Manitoba History 2 (Kent McNeil asserts title claims as established in Delgamuukw v British Columbia, [1997] 3 SCR 1010, 153 DLR (4th) 193, represent potential challenges for the assertion of Crown sovereignty over lands and resources, which continue to be vital to Canada’s commercial interests such as the export of oil, gas and lumber.)


6. We offer a number of citations throughout this paper that may serve as an introduction or advancement of materials corporate/commercial and securities law lecturers and scholars may consider including in respective syllabi. We also look forward to reading more scholarship from Indigenous and non-Indigenous authors on materials engaging with Canada’s ongoing colonial project as it relates to business law—of which there has been very little published.

to varying methodologies, including experiential learning. We opted for a combination of methods, including joining our private and public law classes as a pedagogical expansion by coming together through art— approaching art as both commodity and commentary.

For our case study, we combined two courses—Secured Transactions along with Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights, though the exploration of the interaction between conventional business law material and the imperatives of the TRC recommendations could be undertaken within one course or by another combination of private and public law courses. Our law students attended the Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA) and engaged with art as simultaneously an expression of human rights and as a form of security. Students offered both written and in-class reflections on the presentations by various curators at the DIA as we guided them through discussions in subsequent classes. We continue to unspool the results of this pedagogical exploration; this paper is our foray into an ongoing conversation of decolonizing the commercial law classroom.

The genesis of this project was Gerald Stanley’s acquittal of Colten Boushie’s murder on 9 February 2018. The story dominated national and international headlines. The aftermath of the divisive responses to the Stanley verdict prompted the Faculty of Law at the University of Windsor to issue a public statement. During this time, we, the co-authors, shared our individual experiences of discussing this case in our respective courses with each other. For Secured Transactions, students were required to read the business news and invited to offer critiques and observations on current issues in law, politics and business as a means of relating course content to the changing business law landscape. The case was relevant to many themes in the Indigenous Peoples and Art & Human Rights courses. All the students were aware of both the acquittal and the Faculty Statement.


9. See the city of Detroit’s bankruptcy proceeding in re City of Detroit, Mich, 504 BR 97 (Mich Bankr 2013) [Re Detroit]; for greater context unpacking the specific role the art exhibit played in the bankruptcy proceedings see e.g. Randy Kennedy, “‘Grand Bargain’ Saves the Detroit Institute of the Arts,” The New York Times (7 Nov 2014), online: <www.nytimes.com/2014/11/08/arts/design/grand-bargain-saves-the-detroit-institute-of-arts.html> [perma.cc/DY9E-2ZEY].


and discussed in-class their relevance and intersection with the course material.

This paper explores our collaborative teaching and learning project. The temporary fusion of our two courses, enabled a synergy to emerge through “collateralization” and “valuation.” This methodology of combining classrooms, courses and students with diverging interests is designed to evoke reflections on the intersections of Indigenous law and commercial law in legal education. After describing our courses and our approach to combining them in aid of a richer discussion of the role of colonialism in business and commercial law, we offer five recommendations for how business law professors might incorporate the imperatives of the TRC Calls to Action.

I. (In)justice and the DIA

In *R v Stanley,¹²* Gerald Stanley was charged with second degree murder in relation to the death of Colten Boushie. Stanley is a white farmer in Saskatchewan. Boushie was a 22-year old Cree man and member of Red Pheasant First Nation. In February 2018, Stanley was found not guilty and walked out of the court consequence-free. In advance of an appeal, a group of lawyers and legal scholars began a review of the case, the investigation leading up to the charges, the trial and transcripts.¹³ Though there was no appeal, the case has been well considered by legal experts and academics. For the two of us as law professors, as with many others, the response of the legal system was troubling.

We sought to draw the relevance of systemic injustices further into private law classrooms, which we had informally observed had been less responsive to the TRC’s Calls to Action than public law courses. Detroit’s bankruptcy saga and the inclusion of the DIA in the legal proceedings offered an opportunity for us to demonstrate the direct linkages between public and private legal interests. It offered us a chance to echo how the *Stanley* verdict was relevant to Secured Transactions through, for example, considering how ‘valuation’ of property is determined and imputed through dominant legal regimes—too often without regard for social, political and economic contexts.

1. Bankruptcy v public/private art—grounding our field school

In 1932, Mexican artist Diego Rivera painted what has become known as the ‘Detroit Industry Murals’\(^{14}\) on permanent display at the Detroit Institute of Art. The murals are classic Rivera, painted fresco style\(^{15}\)—where paint is applied directly to wet plaster.\(^{16}\) Some panels illustrate human interactivity and divinity, while others depict the capitalist enterprise at the Ford Motor Company’s Rouge River plant in nearby Dearborn, Michigan. Rivera—a known Marxist and strong advocate for public art\(^{17}\)—immortalizes Ford’s Rouge River Plant’s assembly line technology that integrates humans with machines in the name of production of commercial goods. A few weeks prior to Rivera’s arrival in Detroit during the Great Depression, over six-thousand unemployed Ford workers protested at the Rouge River Plant.\(^{18}\) The result was an armed conflict and the deaths of five workers with others wounded.\(^{19}\) Rivera’s work is rooted in the conflict of the times in the way our current times generate conflict in relation to Indigenous Peoples and commercial enterprise.\(^{20}\)

The twenty-seven panel murals are a renowned example of Mexican mural art. Just over eighty years after Rivera completed Detroit Industry, the city of Detroit was in protracted bankruptcy proceedings.\(^{21}\) The DIA’s art collection—including the Rivera murals—was entangled in the

---

\(^{14}\) For a three-hundred and sixty degree view of the Detroit Industry Murals, see David Mariotti, “Rivera Court from end, Detroit Institute of Arts” (5 February 2010), online: <www.360cities.net/image/rivera-court-from-end-detroit-institute-of-arts-usa-2> [perma.cc/T2NQ-XE9K].

\(^{15}\) Diego Rivera was renowned for his fresco painting technique of which Detroit Industry Murals are a particularly fine example. For more on Rivera and fresco painting see Mary C Pearson, *Diego Rivera’ s Artistic Journey* (PhD Dissertation, California State University—Dominguez Hills Campus, 2000) [unpublished].

\(^{16}\) For a general discussion of fresco painting technique see Rebecca Piovesan et al, “Fresco and Lime: Paint: An Experimental Study and Objective Criteria for Distinguishing Between These Painting Techniques” (2012) 54:4 Archeometry 723.

\(^{17}\) For a biography of Rivera’s art and politics, see Betram Wolfe, *The Fabulous Life of Diego Rivera* (New York: Cooper Square Press, 2000).

\(^{18}\) For a general history of the protest at Ford’s Rouge River Plant see Alex Baskin, “The Ford Hunger March—1932” (1972) 13:3 Labor History 331.

\(^{19}\) Ibid.


\(^{21}\) *Re Detroit, supra* note 9.
litigation. In 2013, Detroit had “$18 billion in long-term debts...defaulted on multiple bond payments, and had a cash balance of $128.5 million during the quarter ending Sept 30.”

Detroit claimed ownership over the collection of art housed within the DIA. The semi-public nature of the DIA and various methods of acquisition complicated the subject. The DIA acquired some pieces through private donations while others were obtained through public sponsorship. The DIA is not an entirely public institution and therefore not entirely within the city’s control.

The DIA was brought into the bankruptcy proceedings when Detroit and some of its creditors obtained an order retaining Christie’s auction house to value the DIA’s collection, including its most famous works, the Rivera frescoes. Various stakeholders—both public and private—opposed the inclusion of the DIA’s art collection in Detroit’s Chapter 9 proceedings. One of the most contentious issues in the bankruptcy matter were the pensions of thousands of municipal employees—including retired employees of the DIA—whose livelihood was at risk of evaporating in favour of satisfying Detroit’s creditors.

Ultimately, Judge Gerald Rosen mediated the “Grand Bargain” (as the subsequent resolve of the matter became colloquially known). The Grand Bargain prevented the DIA dissolution and retained the art collection, which was widely viewed as a resource for the public benefit. Like the Stanley case, the DIA’s inclusion in the Detroit bankruptcy elicited public outcry. In the bankruptcy case, art was portrayed as having high commercial value by various legal actors and should be leveraged to resolve debt. In the Stanley case, the private property rights of a white farmer were portrayed as having higher value than the life of an Indigenous man.

23. Ibid.
24. Ibid.
25. For further discussion see e.g. Danielle Wiener-Bronner, “Private Donors Try to Save Detroit’s Art Collection from Bankruptcy Auctions,” The Atlantic (14 January 2014), www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2014/01/private-donors-try-save-detroits-art-collection-bankruptcy/356985/ [perma.cc/UMB3-T839].
the bankruptcy case, the public and private funders were outraged that the DIA and its collection could be privatized in favour of creditors. In the Stanley case, law students in Secured Transactions did not consider the case relevant to their course, while the students in Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights were deeply disturbed by the verdict. This belied the soft underbelly of a colonial narrative that prioritizes lands and resources and colonial settlement over Indigenous Peoples as well as a construction that designates entanglements of Canadian law involving Indigenous Peoples as public, not private, law matters. Subsequently, we created our field school to purposely decolonize the corporate-commercial curriculum while demonstrating key linkages between law and colonial enterprise.

II. Pedagogical approach(es) and our courses

Corporate commercial law courses are often rooted in jurisprudential analysis and typically taught as ‘black letter law,’ mainly considered through a doctrinal lens. However, ongoing shifts in legal pedagogy have prompted a growing number of law professors to employ a diverse range of teaching strategies—including an experiential learning component. In some jurisdictions, commercial law scholars are creating a “transactional law movement,” in which commercial law courses are taught with a transactional focus, and offering an emphasis on written client communication, contract drafting and review, and client-focused simulations. Dissecting and examining commercial transactions provides students an experiential learning opportunity but too often falls short from exploring underlying social, political and economic dimensions. We have attempted to respond to this by creating a field school based on the framework set out by Professor Alina Ball in a business law context.

1. Pedagogy

Disruptive pedagogy is described as “pedagogical practices which disrupt normalizing discourse” through “teaching practices which disrupt marginalizing processes by encouraging students to identify and to challenge the assumptions inherent in, and the effects created by, discourses

33. Ibid at 221.
constructing categories of dominance and subservice within contemporary society.34 An example of this in corporate-commercial legal education is using critical legal theory in developing business law experiential learning. Professor Alina Ball at the Faculty of Law, University of California Hastings, has written extensively on this issue and has designed a business law clinic within a critical legal theoretical framework.35 Professor Ball’s pioneering application of social justice work in training law students in a corporate-commercial law context is a persuasive argument for the value critical legal theory concepts bring to traditional ‘black letter’ courses. Our field school, for example, sought to create a holistic and broader learning experience for the students that expanded vocabulary, understanding and interconnectivity and that challenged law’s structured silos.

2. **Secured transactions and creating our field school**

As required by the syllabus, Secured Transactions students raised media stories each week. During the week the *Stanley* verdict was released, students discussed media stories in relation to the tension between the Time Warner merger and the US Department of Justice’s response36; Kanye West’s friendship with President Trump37; as well as the Weinstein case and the *Me Too* movement.38 There was no mention of the *Stanley* decision. When prompted, only half the class knew about it. The relevance of the case to a corporate/commercial law course had to be raised by the professor. The experience exemplified how easily legal pedagogy can teach law students to generate silos by subject matter. The in-class discussion of the relevance of the *Stanley* case to Secured Transactions was a powerful example of the valuation of private property rights over life—an Indigenous life.39

---

The separation of public and private law in the Secured Transaction class created an opportunity for us to disrupt normative teaching methods and challenged us to think of how to apply further pedagogical tools to decolonize private law classes. As part of our pedagogical disruption, we set out to fuse two very different courses into a shared learning experience for law students at the Detroit Institute of Arts. Why? Show and tell. Rather than only tell law students why the Stanley trial should have been raised in Secured Transactions as relevant news, we opted to also show why it matters. More broadly, in the faculty statement, we committed as a faculty to continue the challenging work of decolonizing legal education. Creating a field school for our two classes is one of the ways in which we show our commitment to structural change and challenge the asymmetrical efforts of public and private law classes to decolonization. Our experiment was simple and we hope might be replicated in other law schools through collaborations among colleagues.

We began our trip to the DIA with Barbara Heller, a curator who provided a lecture detailing the DIA’s history as an art institute as well as its role in the litigation and the valuation process with Christie’s auction house. We followed with guided tours led by DIA staff. In framing our pedagogical engagements, we offered this learning experience as an alternative approach to our students by incorporating interactive components. Our field school at the DIA allowed students to engage with commercial areas of law within legal, social, political and economic contexts through visual and historical artistic expressions, not typically offered in commercial law courses.

3. Indigenous peoples, art and human rights—expanding our field school

Law schools have implemented the TRC Calls to Action primarily in critical race and feminist legal theory courses and public law courses such as constitutional law, criminal law, and human rights law. Though there is some movement, there has been less inclusion of critical scholarship within private law, such as in business law courses. Our combining of public and private law classes generated a space for challenging a public/private law divide as well as demonstrating a means by which the TRC’s Calls to Action might be considered in business law classrooms.

On the public law side of this experiment, we offered a critique through Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights, a course that explores...
human rights values through the lens of art and worldviews of Indigenous Peoples. This course considers themes like the meaning of reconciliation alongside both Canadian and international human rights from Indigenous perspectives. The syllabus is built mainly on Indigenous, along with non-Indigenous, scholars writing on human rights and Indigenous worldviews. We also examine various Indigenous art works, such as Christi Belcourt’s Wisdom of the Universe, Norval Morrisseau’s Spirit Fish, George Littlechild’s First Nations Muscle Bound Bob Talks to Birds, and Bonnie Devine’s Battle for the Woodlands, among others. These artworks are considered in the context of critique of the dominant discourse that human rights are universal. It builds on the insight that art can offer both insight into law and for some Indigenous cultures also provide a rich source of law.

In human rights law the focus is often on exposing and cataloguing violations based on the actions of individuals, groups, agencies, corporations and governments. In other words, law’s examination of human rights is not always predictive or preventative but rather often a post-violation dissection of offences. Art—and its protection—is also sometimes a contested location that can stimulate reflections on human

---


43. See Norval Morrisseau & Donald Robinson, Norval Morrisseau: Travels to the House of Invention (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1997); Norval Morrisseau, Norval Morrisseau: Return to the House of Invention (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 2005).


It can offer pro-active forms of engagement to promote human rights as an instrument of inclusion and critique the corporatization of such rights. For many Indigenous Peoples, art is deeply integrated into culture. Similarly, laws are often transmitted by Indigenous Peoples through—among other things—story, song, dance, ceremony as well as living in and observing the natural world. Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights is not solely a consideration of art about human rights. Rather it considers and examines human rights with a focus on the worldviews of some Indigenous Peoples in which art and law are deeply interconnected. Our field school set out to demonstrate how art also offers a pedagogical pathway to understanding assertions of Canadian law—both public and private—in a post-TRC era.

In terms of evaluation methods for this course, students complete a research paper as well as create an original art expression of their thesis. During the in-class presentation on the student-generated art, the evaluation focuses not on the quality of the art work but rather on the strength of the connection between the artistic expression and the research paper’s thesis. The quality and range of art expressions is rich, ranging from photography, film-making, carpentry, performative arts—such as drumming, singing, poetry readings—painting, sculpture, and creating original soundtracks to the creation of a social movement grounded in awareness campaigns with accompanying t-shirts sporting original graphic designs.

The capacity of law students to generate artistic expressions of their legal research paper is exceptionally high. Students can directly link their legal research and writing to a less familiar art expression of their legal work. In addition, explaining an artistic expression of their research requires law students to reach for vocabulary outside of law to convey the meaning(s) of legal concepts. In effect, law students are engaged in transmitting law through what may otherwise be categorized as art—in similar ways to how some Indigenous Peoples convey law. We wanted to

52. Simpson, supra note 47.
53. Ibid.
bring a variation of this experience to law students in Secured Transactions through the development of our field school.

Following the lecture on the DIA’s entrenchment in Detroit’s bankruptcy proceedings, groups with students from both classes participated in guided tours led by DIA curators. This component of the field school presented challenges, such as DIA staff using past-tense language in relation to Indigenous art and objects within the DIA’s collection and present tense for American and European art and objects. When specifically asked why Indigenous objects and art were located in the dark basement of the DIA, we were advised by DIA staff that it was to protect the works. Yet, upon an elevator ride to the balcony upon which to better view the Rivera Murals, the group walked through well-lit rooms and hallways with American and European art and objects on display. Students then asked why these works are unworthy of ‘protection’ like the Indigenous drums in the basement. The DIA staff changed their response, advising that to best be appreciated, these works needed to be displayed in the light-filled rooms of the gallery.

Some of the students criticized the subtext of the DIA staff’s explanation as unsatisfactory. Among this student group, the offered explanation was a thinly-veiled sleight of hand and an overt reaffirmation of colonial narratives placing Indigenous Peoples in a murky past as undeveloped societies, while American and European art works were elevated—physically, culturally and metaphorically. It is important to recall that the DIA, like all museums and public art galleries, is an educational institution. The content and structure of the education system—public art institutions and museums included—was an imperial project. DIA staff and the placement of Indigenous versus American and European collections reinforces imperialism. Such curation practices are also why the TRC Calls to Action include critique of museums.

As a countermeasure in education, Marie Battiste has argued for the importance of displacing cognitive imperialism in education through the inclusion of Indigenous knowledge. For museums and public art institutions, this also means reorganizing the collections and public education of Indigenous cultures and art works that counter—rather than

---


55. TRC, *supra* note 7 at Calls to Action 67, 68.

uphold—the colonial narrative that Indigenous Peoples are historic. For business law classes in Canadian law schools this means including Indigenous sources of law and methodologies that critically consider business law in the context of colonization—such as that of the Hudson’s Bay Company. Without such interventions, business law classrooms in Canadian law schools risk perpetuating colonial stereotypes that relegates Indigenous Peoples to a windowless basement.

Drawing upon our field schools, post-DIA classroom discussions with students in Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights drew parallels to the placement of Indigenous art and objects at the DIA and the commodification of Indigenous lands and resources to how often litigation involving Indigenous rights seems to commodify Indigenous Peoples’ rights as lesser in value than those of the settler population. Students drew parallels to the light-infused and upper levels of American and European art at the DIA to the criminal justice system that prioritized Stanley’s protection of his farm over Boushie’s life. To facilitate these discussions, we drew upon the principles set out in Cree legal scholar Tracey Lindberg’s work “Critical Indigenous Legal Theory Part 1: The Dialogue Within” and Robin DiAngelo and Özlem Sensoy’s “Leaning In: A Student’s Guide to Engaging Constructively with Social Justice Content.” As a result, the field school also offered space for a critical discussion that ensued on Rivera and his fresco-style paintings as a parallel means by which to consider Canada’s so-called national reconciliation project and how law schools might better respond to TRC’s Calls to Actions.

To generate a fresco-style mural, a ground layer must be prepared and refined to a smooth, flat surface. This requires both a medium-fine plaster directly applied to the rough water-wetted surface of the wall, followed by a more refined plaster made up of fine-grained sand and lime. When using the fresco technique, “pigment is applied as a suspension in water onto a fresh plaster, and fixing occurs during carbonation of lime, so that only

57. There are a number of examples of museums and public art institutions that are also positively responding to the TRC’s Calls to Action such as Calls to Action 67–70. As in law and legal education, there continues to be a need for more work to be done to dismantle centuries of colonial control and foundationally revise the structures of such institutions (TRC, supra note 7).
62. Piovesan, supra note 16.
one carbonation layer is formed on the surface." The paint—or pigment—is mixed directly into the plaster thereby creating a depth of the imagery rarely afforded in other painting techniques. We contemplated how the DIA’s curation of Indigenous versus American and European collections might be enriched by taking note of the fresco technique exemplified in Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals and better blend the two collections together. We discussed whether combining both Canadian and Indigenous laws and methodologies into all law school classes—including private law courses—is better achieved through fresco, by layering Indigenous laws deeper into the structure of legal education in both public and private law.

4. Redesigning secured transactions and pedagogical engagement

Through using a variety of pedagogical tools and student assessments, an innovative expansion of the corporate-commercial curriculum can be accomplished. The Secured Transactions syllabus, for example, was redesigned to: (a) include the normative aspects of the Ontario PPSA framework and jurisprudence; (b) expose students to an overview of the pawning regime as form of micro-securitization, the Indian Act and access to credit issues that inform financial inclusion, as well as the interconnection between art as collateral; (c) allow for intersectional transactional assignments; and, (d) feature a field school at the Detroit Institute of Arts.

The themes within the supplemental materials amplify how ‘valuation’ through law and language is established. Using case studies and examples to highlight commercialization and valuation in contemporary culture, sports, and entertainment are also vital tools to disrupt and engage in social justice considerations within commercial spaces. Overall, in our view, decolonizing and developing critical corporate-commercial syllabi requires a particular knowledge mobilization to not only create meaningful student engagement, but also to enhance heightened critical legal thinking skills. As well, it necessitates the inclusion of materials that offer intersectional perspectives and critical discourse.

5. Syllabi, pedagogy and social justice in private law spaces

This project was informed by our own lived experiences in both law school and in the legal profession. As more law professors encourage law students to be engaging in and out of the classroom, the epistemology


64. Hewitt was called to the Bar in Ontario in 1998 and Senthe was called to the Bar in Ontario in 2007.
of legal education is transforming.\textsuperscript{65} This transformation is the aim of the Secured Transactions requirement that students monitor and discuss weekly media stories and bring them into the classroom and the requirement in Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights that students produce art as an expression of their theses. Such requirements demonstrate the aliveness and changing nature of law. We find it ironic that while the practice of law, and law itself, continues to evolve, resistance to change in delivering legal education remains from both some legal educators and members of the profession—particularly in relation to decolonizing legal education.\textsuperscript{66}

It appears to us, the prime justification for resistance is that law schools should teach law as neutral and that social justice is unravelling the neutrality of legal education.\textsuperscript{67} This assumes—as perhaps the students in Secured Transactions did when failing to see the relevance of the Stanley verdict to the course—that legal education is perspectiveless.\textsuperscript{68} In reality, there has never been a moment when Canadian law and legal education have been neutral.\textsuperscript{69} Just as law itself evolves and changes, so too should legal education. Including anti-colonial pedagogy in commercial law courses through a focus on power dynamics, social inequities and corporate social responsibility challenges the assumption that private law is neutral.\textsuperscript{70}

As legal educators, pedagogical objectives are often shaped by our individual expertise, style and professional experiences. The identity of the teacher may set the tone for the method of teaching and classroom climate. As an example, facilitating classroom discussions on systemic exclusion within the legal system can be particularly challenging for students from Indigenous, racialized and other equity seeking communities and for the lecturer. Students may feel vulnerable in conversations about race and

\textsuperscript{65} For early pedagogical innovations away from pure Socratic case law study see Douglas McFarland, “Self-Images of Law Professors: Rethinking the Schism in Legal Education” (1985) 35:2 J Leg Educ 232; for recent innovations embracing experiential approaches see Bradberry, supra note 8; Cantatore, supra note 31; Goodwin, supra note 32.

\textsuperscript{66} See e.g. Bruce Pardy, “The Social Justice Revolution Has Taken the Law Schools. This Won’t End Well,” National Post (27 February 2018), online: <nationalpost.com/opinion/the-social-justice-revolution-has-taken-the-law-schools-this-wont-end-well> [perma.cc/47DR-KZLG].

\textsuperscript{67} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{69} Lisa Kerr & Lisa Kelly, “Yes, law schools must be political,” The Globe and Mail (31 March 2018), online: <www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-yes-law-schools-must-be-political/> [perma.cc/5MR4-5F9D]; see also Battiste, supra note 57.

\textsuperscript{70} Sherene Razack, Looking White People In The Eye: Gender, Race, and Culture in Courtrooms and Classrooms (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); Patricia Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991); Patricia Monture, Thunder In My Soul: A Mohawk Woman Speaks (Halifax: Fernwood, 1995).
marginalization, relying on lecturers to effectively manage classroom dialogue. Facilitating meaningful dialogue in a supportive environment focusing on systemic and substantive equality within areas of commercial law is possible and, we believe, necessary. Inspiration might be found in scholarly interventions by a growing number of academics such as Patricia Williams, Sherene Razack, and Patricia Monture on anti-colonial pedagogy in the classroom.\textsuperscript{71} Those scholars and others have written on how identity and subjectivity inform the pedagogical landscape within legal education and their work serves as a useful guide.

We find ourselves developing our course materials to reflect the evolving nature of commercial law, and the flexible responses required to educate students on rapidly shifting business law requirements such as intercultural competency, meeting clients’ future needs and regulatory compliance. By using substantive sub-themes within the commercial law curriculum to supplement casebooks, students are introduced to a more expansive legal framework and we create a more inclusive learning experience. Increasing numbers of scholars in the legal academy are actively incorporating Indigenous laws, critical race theory and socio-economic perspectives into private law courses as part of a response to the TRC’s Calls to Action.\textsuperscript{72} In the complex landscape of legal education, we deploy pedagogical methods that seek to disrupt the status quo and we hope formulate a softening of the formalist traditional approach often still employed in private law courses. Drawing on principles of “disruptive pedagogy,”\textsuperscript{73} our disruption was mostly reflected through our chosen medium, a field school at the DIA and mixing law students with different interests into a shared space and experience shaped to incorporate securities law, Indigenous laws and art, presented as both commodity and conversation.

\textit{Conclusion}

We hope this article demonstrates how two very different courses might be merged to generate more engaged learning environments and draw connections for students through show and tell. In spite of what might otherwise be viewed as barriers, such as class scheduling, logistical constraints and administrative challenges, we created a field school that combined art, law, commercialization and decolonization tactics. Students enrolled in either Indigenous Peoples, Art & Human Rights or Secured Transactions. Interestingly, none of the students were simultaneously
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enrolled in both courses. Together the classes attended a series of lectures within a museum setting and listened to staff in relation to the curated collections at the DIA. Prior to the field school, students enrolled in Secured Transactions were assigned a research project to explore the interconnection between art as collateral within the DIA's bankruptcy context. In class, the financialization of creativity was a central precept in which expressions of art were examined through appropriation, commodification and trade by business vehicles. The students produced meaningful research snapshots of the various commercial relationships that encompass “art,” such as corporate acquisition of art by law firms,\(^74\) retention of art as a financing asset, art as collateral, and art-based lending (collector loans and gallery loans). In addition, a small number of students identified art as a symbol of cultural, political, and social expression.

Not only did this specific research assignment expose students to art and commercial law considerations, but also students were also introduced to cross-border issues with respect to U.S. bankruptcy proceedings. Moreover, through post-field school classroom discussions, we were able to engage in critical discussion of private law and its ongoing role in colonization; how the Stanley verdict was relevant to Secured Transactions through the protection of private property right; and how art is sometimes a commodity to be valued, sometimes an expression to be considered, and sometimes a vehicle into understanding why decolonizing corporate law matters.

Using the field school model as pedagogical enhancement, we were able to expand understanding of commercial relationships through in-class discussions. Students were able to relate ongoing colonial practices—such as curating Indigenous versus American and European generate art differently—to principles of business law that values property of settlers over the lives of Indigenous Peoples, such as Colten Boushie.

As a result, students subsequently expressed eagerness that future commercial courses adopt a similar component. Student feedback overwhelmingly reflected that the language of vulnerability and power were rendered more visible through the connection of law and art, as well as the series of lectures on Indigenous legal orders and art by Professor Hewitt and the museum staff. We were able to further conceptions of commercial lawyering through an interactive lens and allowed students to deepen their understanding of commercial transactions with very human consequences. There was a clearer understanding of why the Stanley

verdict mattered in Secured Transactions. Our field school was both show and tell.

Placing our field school at the DIA was intentional. Museums and public art galleries are locations for social change and showcase cultural, social, economic and political identities through varying artistic mediums. As in the particular case of the DIA, they are also sometimes sources of protracted commercial litigation. Museums have been a site of knowledge mobilization, a guardian of history, and a place of collaboration.

In conclusion, the goal of critically engaging law students within the corporate-commercial context that critically examined business law and its role in upholding colonial structures was accomplished through our field school. In post-DIA discussions and upon reflection of the courses and the merging of students in a non-traditional learning environment, we discovered that a new ‘space’ was created to challenge dominant assumptions and to develop a site of resistance to colonization and upholding dominant power structures through commercial relationships. Through challenging the learning process, we gained an understanding of how art offers a powerful voice in our legal pedagogy. We were also able to demonstrate to students the direct relationship between commercial law and the murder of Colten Boushie that allowed Gerald Stanley to walk out of a criminal trial consequence free.

As we continue to produce, manage and create innovative teaching resources, we will incorporate more inclusive legal frameworks and techniques into the corporate commercial curriculum that seeks to decolonize the spaces we are in. Like Diego Rivera, we hope our contributions are formed at the base level, mixed so deeply in that it changes the structure of legal education—fresco style—and produces something as profound, extraordinary and lasting as the Detroit Industry Murals.

Recommendations

(a) Some suggestions on incorporating TRC Calls to Action in Business Law classrooms

Based on our general teaching experience and specifically on our field school, we offer the following as a broad list of suggestions to assist in responding to TRC’s Calls to Actions in private law classrooms. We offer

this hoping it opens conversation. We know our list is not complete and encourage others to contribute:

1. **Commit.** Openly commit to decolonizing classrooms and research through teaching, writing, and publishing private law materials that include social, political and economic contexts. Such materials should examine, among other things, the ongoing relationship between business law and colonization. Committing to decolonization may seem obvious but it is a necessary step. At Windsor Law, for example, one of the ways this commitment was demonstrated was through a Faculty Statement in relation to the decision in the *Stanley* trial. As law professors, we each continue to actively follow-up on our commitment through various actions, such as the development of our field school. Committing to decolonization should be done on a multitude of levels (i.e. institutional, in teaching groups and individually), and must be ongoing. It should be uncomfortable and may result in critique (such as from those who argue law is and should remain neutral), but it is necessary nonetheless.

2. **Teach.** Syllabus content is vital. Making room, not just a few minutes in one lecture but throughout an entire course, for materials that offer critiques of law and provides historical context in relation to business law and Indigenous Peoples should be included and referred to with ongoing interventions throughout the course. We provide some suggested materials throughout this paper and encourage business law scholars to produce more.

3. **Collaborate.** Collaboration with colleagues is essential. Though decolonizing is the responsibility of every individual, it is not and should not be a solo effort. Our field school arose out of our discussions as colleagues. Good collaborations should disrupt the imperial underpinnings of education in Canadian law schools and empower not only students but participating faculty as well. These collaborations in reconfiguring business law could also extend transnationally with colleagues from other jurisdictions.

4. **Learn.** Experiential learning is vital to decolonizing business law classrooms. We believe both show (actions such as our field school) and tell (syllabi and lectures) are crucial components to successful collaborations and to decolonizing private law classrooms. In this piece, we cite some scholarship of others who recognize the value of experiential learning in business law classrooms—that can and should be underpinned by social, political and economic contexts. We recommend not limiting the experience to only the TRC’s Calls to Action relating to law and legal education. Consider developing an
experiential learning process that incorporates other Calls to Action as well. For example, we intentionally attended the DIA to address Calls to Actions aimed at museums as an effort to disrupt colonial narratives in public spaces. There are Calls to Action related to sports, journalism and other areas to consider in a collaborative learning experiences designed for private (and public) law courses.

5. Talk. Do not avoid difficult discussions. Host them. In our respective classes, it was not easy to facilitate post-DIA discussions with students relating to colonization. Here, we intentionally suggest facilitating versus lecturing—the latter assuming expertise while the former offers room to locate ourselves within the issues. While we know there is other scholarship to draw from, as a first step we recommend including the work of Tracey Lindberg, Tuck and Yang, as well as DiAngelo and Sensoy onto syllabi as mandatory reading. Draw on the principles set out therein to promote meaningful classroom discussions. Facilitating discussions on challenging content requires practice, patience and kindness—in the classroom, with colleagues and with ourselves.

Finally, the aspirational goal of this paper was to highlight our own teaching experiences, offer them to others for consideration, and to invite our colleagues in the academy to join us in disrupting business as usual.
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